TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
with their quacking notes. You hear the whistling of their wing-
beats, but you can't see them; as it gets lighter you see a glimpse
of duck, and you shoot at it. If you're lucky you get it and it
splashes as it falls in the water, or with a dull noise on the mud.
And you go on shooting at intervals until it is quite light, when «•
it's all over. On a good day you get 20 shots and bill say 8 duck,
or perhaps on a bad day you bill about 2 duck from 10 shots.
By duck I mean mixed wjdgeon, teal and mallard. When you fire
your first shot you quite likely hear a splash and quack-quack, as
a party of duck feeding on the shore near gets up and flies away,
or a redshank with its disturbing whistle flies off. Duck fly either
singly (rarely) or in pairs or usually in flocks of from 20-60. When
you paddle back in the daylight you see the duck swimming in
thousands out in the middle of the estuary, and maybe you hear
a curlew or cur-lee, while corncrakes sit on all the buoys. It
has a queer dark smell-in the morning."
It has a queer dark smell in the morning.
Boys can be happy and carefree on a river, even during a war
if they may forget it for an hour or two.   After Marlow last
summer, I stayed at Shillingford; and there, just below the bridge,
three grey arches with their reverse half-moons reflected in the
water, I saw two boys of about thirteen, stripped to the waist, idly
splashing about in a dinghy.   The one was dark, the other very
fair.   Both were much too thin.   They were makingjokes, not
in English but in some queer tongue, so that you were especially
glad they had escaped from a place wheire probably it was not so
safe for joking as on the Thames glimmering just below Shillingford
Bridge.   The sun was setting, and one of the two, the fair one,
suddJenly became aware of die prevailing quiet, and hushed the
other . . . They rested on their sculls and looked round them in
great contentment.   It was not quiet, of course; it could not be,
with reeds and bulrushes moving all round, willows and poplars,
a complacent moorhen, a quacking fleet of duck, swish and lap of
water against the stern of the dinghy, boats going bump, bump
against the landing-stage . , . The usual river symphony; but what
made that foreign boy aware of the multitudinous silence sur-
rounding htm.) might well have been die familiar sounds broken by
aa Tmfarmliar sound belonging more to forest and Down and field,
a boy of about their own age, English by his looks, also
, rode a pony over the bend of the bridge.   Clop, dop,
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